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Introduction
…how did this conversation start?
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Contextualisation
(Firms as Development Actors)



Developing countries, aid, 
trade and philanthropy?

• Aid vs. Trade
• Trade vs. Philanthropy



Clarifications

?
• Private Sector 

Development

• Private Sector in 
Development

• Private Sector for 
Development



Link to Africapitalism
…as an expression of private sector for development



Africapitalism

• Africapitalism is an economic philosophy that
embodies the private sector’s commitment to the
economic transformation of Africa through investments
that create both economic prosperity and social
wealth.

• We see Africans taking charge of the value-adding
sectors and ensuring that those value-added processes
happen in Africa, not through nationalisation or
government policies, but because there is a generation
of private sector entrepreneurs who have the vision,
the tools and the opportunity to shape the destiny of
the continent.

• Africapitalism is not capitalism with an African twist; it
is a rallying cry for empowering the private sector to
drive Africa’s economic and social growth.



Initial framing

AfricapitalismCatalytic/Impact 
Entrepreneurship

Creating Shared 
Value

Bottom of the 
Pyramid 

Policy 
Entrepreneurship

Economic 
Patriotism

OVERVIEW

The highlighted activities in the 
diagram below could be glimpsed 
from the current framing of 
Africapitalism by the Tony Elumelu
Foundation (TEF). This framing 
approach appears to take the 
prerequisite mindset necessary for 
Africapitalism for granted, or is 
silent about it.  

In an attempt to extend TEF’s 
framing, I propose that 
Africapitalism is, first and foremost, 
an orientation, a mindset, and a 
worldview, before being  a strategy 
or sets of entrepreneurial activities. 

This mindset, which is subsequently 
explored in this presentation, serves 
as a formidable foundation for the 
success and sustainability of these 
activities framed as expressions of 
Africapitalism. 



Re-theorising Africapitalism
…through Africonsciousness



Africonsciousness

…a socio-mental awareness of Africa and her people 
first as a continent and human beings with genuine 

needs, before being a market with viable consumers. 
The former is empowering and humane, and the latter 

is exploitative and dehumanising. Amaeshi (2013)

http://www.google.com.ng/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=tSq94SB4th-frM&tbnid=324zSMLsS5JkWM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.interview-coach.co.uk/7-strategies-for-developing-a-global-mindset/&ei=WrXeUfOrOcrV0QXquIGQDg&bvm=bv.48705608,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNFBmLiwHziJkSYRSkdaPipR5AMiZg&ust=1373636144410592


Underpinning Values (Orientation)

• Sense of Progress and Prosperity 
– Africapitalism is predicated on the creation of social wealth in addition to 

the pursuit of financial profitability. 

• Sense of Parity and Inclusion 
– The benefits of progress and prosperity need to be equitably shared. 

• Sense of Peace and Harmony
– The quest for “…investments that generate both economic prosperity and 

social wealth", which is at the heart of Africapitalism, is primarily a quest 
for balance, harmony and peace.

• Sense of Place and Belonging
– Africapitalism is an expression of topophilia – “the effective bond between 

people and place” (Duncan and Duncan, 2001:41). It is both an awareness 
of a positive feeling for a place and a feeling of being home (Hauge
2007).In other words, “[t]o live is to live locally, and to know is first of all 
to know the places one is in” (Casey, 1996: 18).

http://books.google.co.uk/books?id=ZMlBzr_7iGsC&pg=PA41&lpg=PA41&dq=Sense+of+place+as+a+positional+good:+locating+Bedford+in+place+and+time&source=bl&ots=XlKGv95U1-&sig=SC9_jsaivjgb7BTiXUybWnIqhXg&hl=en&sa=X&ei=ZTY6VP_BAcjSaO-SgbgC&ved=0CCEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=Sense%20of%20place%20as%20a%20positional%20good%3A%20locating%20Bedford%20in%20place%20and%20time&f=false
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.3763/asre.2007.5007#.VDo2_J1wbmQ
http://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/philosophy/people/faculty_pages/docs/Casey_How_to_Get_from_Space_to_Place_b.pdf


Africapitalism: Antecedents 

Orientation

• Sense of Progress and Prosperity
• Sense of Parity and Inclusion
• Sense of Peace and Harmony
• Sense of Place and Belongingness

Africapitalism

Elements of the mindset/orientation 
necessary for the success and sustainability 

of Africapitalism. 



Africapitalism: Outcomes

Practice/Policy

• Catalytic/Impact Entrepreneurship
• Creating Shared Value
• Bottom of the Pyramid
• Policy Entrepreneurship
• Economic Patriotism

Sustainable 
Economic 

Development 

Framing of Africapitalism necessary for 
sustainable economic development in 

Africa. 



Africapitalism Spectrum

Practice/ Policy
Sustainable 
Economic 

Development

• Catalytic/Impact 
Entrepreneurship

• Creating Shared Value
• Policy Entrepreneurship
• Economic Patriotism

Orientation

• Sense of Progress & Prosperity 
• Sense of Parity &Inclusion
• Sense of Peace & Harmony
• Sense of Place & Belongingness

Africapitalism

Antecedents Outcomes

Orientation + Practice/Policy



What’s unique about Africapitalism?

• So, what is unique about Africapitalism; how is it different 
from the capitalism we already know? Capitalism is 
capitalism, so where is the novelty in Africapitalism? 
Despite the relevance of these questions, they tend to 
conflate two things: 1) capitalism as a set of practices
supported by institutions, and 2) capitalism as a discourse 
or an idea, which is capable of informing and shaping 
practices and institutions. Capitalism as a set of practices is 
about a reality (present or past), while capitalism as a 
discourse could be about an idea of a future – i.e. a possible 
re-imagination of capitalism and what it could be. If the 
latter is successful, it becomes the former (i.e. a successful 
idea is realised in practice). 



Capitalism in Africa vs Africapitalism 

• Whilst it is possible to hold an abstracted 
notion of global capitalism, as an economic 
coordination mechanism and ideology, 
enacted in practice, this global capitalism 
(what could be also called “capitalism in the 
world”) and capitalism in Africa are different 
but interrelated practices. Hence, one can 
talk about capitalism in Africa, which is 
different from capitalism in other parts of the 
world (Witt et al., 2017); and both are, in 
turn, different from Africapitalism

• Invariably, one can argue that Africapitalism is 
an idea (an economic philosophy), which is 
capable of informing and reshaping 
Capitalism in Africa and Global Capitalism. 



Implications
…for MNCs and Entrepreneurs in Africa



Multinational Enterprises-criticisms

Political

Sales and 
marketing

Environmental 
management

Technology

Economic

Criticisms of MNEs



Multinational Enterprises (MNEs)

Advocates of MNCs argue that MNCs 

Host countries acquire plant 
and equipment that otherwise 
would not be available

Agents of change

Boost exports 

Help create a worldwide economic 
order based on rationality and 
efficiency

Optimal use of 
resources



reflection #1: what type of entrepreneurs does 
Africa need?



…types of entrepreneurs

• Survivalists
• Success-driven
• Society-aligned

reflection #2: what type of 
business are you?

• Poverty
• Profit
• Purpose

types drivers/motivations



Private Sector for Development

• Development as core purpose of 
business 
– (creating shared value)

• Business as partners or collaborators 
– e.g. partnerships and collaborations with 

governments, NGOs, development 
institutions, peers, suppliers, et cetera

• Business as facilitators/enablers 
– e.g. philanthropy, lobbying, sponsorships, 

strategic support, impact and responsible 
investing, value chain impacts, et cetera



Creating Shared Value

“Not all profit is equal. Profits involving a social purpose represent a higher form of capitalism, 
one that creates a positive cycle of company and community prosperity”. (Porter and Kramer, 
2011:75 – Harvard Business Review Article)



MNEs in Africa

C.L.E.A.R STRATEGY

• C = Collaborate
• L = Lobby
• E = Educate
• A = Align
• R = Renew 



Implications
…for Sustainable Finance in Africa

















…why is the uptake of 
sustainability low in the 

financial sector in Africa?



Professor Kenneth Amaeshi
Chair in Business & Sustainable Development

Director, Sustainable Business Initiative 
University of Edinburgh, UK

www.sbiedinburgh.com

9 years after: has anything changed?

http://www.sbiedinburgh.com/


Sustainable Value Project 
(2007 – 2009) 

• Focus
– Non-financial – or extra-

financial – performance 
measures that influenced 
investment decisions. 

– Reports and focus group sessions

• Research Question
– What are the barriers to 

mainstreaming ESG  issues in 
investment decisions?

– ESG as a proxy for sustainability 

https://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/bitstream/1826/5737/
1/EABIS%20PROJECT%20for%20website.pdf

https://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/bitstream/1826/5737/1/EABIS%20PROJECT%20for%20website.pdf
https://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/bitstream/1826/5737/1/EABIS%20PROJECT%20for%20website.pdf


Investors’ Challenges

#1: Objectification and 
manipulability

- The good evaluated has to 
be ‘a thing’

Callon and Muniesa, 2005
Economic Markets as Calculative 
Collective Devices. Organization 
Studies, 26(8): 1229–1250



• “We are challenged by data inconsistencies, 
regional differences in policy focus, degrees of 
integration across the value chain, and diverse 
product portfolios across the companies in our 
ESG universe. We do not believe that sufficient 
quantifiable and comparable data exists to 
objectively measure several issues such as 
human rights, recruitment, training, local 
waste and water management and 
biodiversity.” (GS Sustain, p.38)

• “SRI analysts and research/rating agencies use 
different questions and different definitions 
when they are seeking broadly similar 
information.” (Arthur D. Little, 2003, p.4)



Investors’ Challenges

#2: Singularization (e.g. the 
price system)

- Calculability and 
Comparability

Callon and Muniesa, 2005
Economic Markets as Calculative 
Collective Devices. Organization 
Studies, 26(8): 1229–1250



• “The link (of ESG information) to other 
financial variables (share price 
performance, valuation, profitability, 
growth) is much less pronounced, and 
only in a few cases do we have reason to 
believe that it goes beyond mere 
statistical coincidence” (WestLB 2007, 
p.1)

• “…many investment professionals are not 
convinced that there is enough empirical 
evidence to say that consideration of ESG 
criteria will act as a better predictor of 
monetary success over time, but rather 
require several more years of history to 
make it a convincing case”. (BSR, 2008, 
p.5)



Investors’ Challenges

#3: Exchangeability, 
networks, and artefacts

- Exchange platforms and 
people

Callon and Muniesa, 2005
Economic Markets as Calculative 
Collective Devices. Organization 
Studies, 26(8): 1229–1250



• …those professional 
investors with more 
accounting courses were 
more likely to take account 
of non-financial information 
in their decision-making; 
those investors with more 
finance courses were 
significantly less likely to 
use the same information.” 
(BC, 2008, p.11)



Investors’ Challenges

#1: Objectification and 
manipulability

- The good evaluated has to 
be ‘a thing’

#2: Singularization (e.g. the 
price system)

- Calculability and 
Comparability

#3: Exchangeability, 
networks, and artefacts

- Exchange platforms and 
people

Callon and Muniesa, 2005
Economic Markets as Calculative 
Collective Devices. Organization 
Studies, 26(8): 1229–1250



What has changed 9 years afterwards?

“Not everything that counts 
can be counted, and not 
everything that can be 
counted counts” 
Albert Einstein

“The more things 
change, the more 
they stay the same.” 

– Old French saying

http://images.google.ch/imgres?imgurl=http://www.fi.edu/learn/case-files/einstein/princeton/full/Einstein_portrait.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.fi.edu/learn/case-files/einstein/galileo.html&usg=__KwHoV3f8wiCpyhFP0Jj84RJ6mCA=&h=2820&w=2210&sz=851&hl=de&start=13&tbnid=_vn17bzmyUJ_sM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=118&prev=/images?q%3Dalbert%2Beinstein%26imgsz%3Dhuge%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Dde


Sustainable Finance or Finance for Development

…what does Africa need?



…the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)





53



Thinking vs Doing Gap

Impact 
Awareness

Ethical 
Consciousness

Innovation 
Capability

Good 
Governance

Space of  pressures and influences (profit, 
competition, regulation, leadership et cetera)

Orientation
(Thinking)

Practice
(Doing)

Sustain-
Ability

Gap

Amaeshi and Nnoli (2018)



Strategy

Governance

Communication

InnovationCreativity

System thinking

Responsibility 

Agency

Org 
Culture/
Capability

Individual
Level

Organisational
Level

Analytics 

The Sustainability Cube Model 



Africapitalism Spectrum

Practice/ Policy
Sustainable 
Economic 

Development

• Catalytic/Impact 
Entrepreneurship

• Creating Shared Value
• Policy Entrepreneurship
• Economic Patriotism

Orientation

• Sense of Progress & Prosperity 
• Sense of Parity &Inclusion
• Sense of Peace & Harmony
• Sense of Place & Belongingness

Africapitalism

Antecedents Outcomes

Orientation + Practice/Policy



Theoretical 
lens Africapitalism (Amaeshi and Idemudia, 2015)

Overarching 
Question

How can the private sector contribute to Africa’s development 
and what could this mean for sustainable finance in Africa?

• What sort of research is 
required to test and 
demonstrate the efficacy of 
Africapitalism, as an 
economic philosophy?

• How can the findings of 
research be mainstreamed 
and socialised?

http://www.google.com.ng/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=tSq94SB4th-frM&tbnid=324zSMLsS5JkWM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.interview-coach.co.uk/7-strategies-for-developing-a-global-mindset/&ei=WrXeUfOrOcrV0QXquIGQDg&bvm=bv.48705608,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNFBmLiwHziJkSYRSkdaPipR5AMiZg&ust=1373636144410592




“The problems of the world cannot be 
solved by the same thinking patterns, which 

created the problems in the first place” 
Albert Einstein

http://images.google.ch/imgres?imgurl=http://www.fi.edu/learn/case-files/einstein/princeton/full/Einstein_portrait.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.fi.edu/learn/case-files/einstein/galileo.html&usg=__KwHoV3f8wiCpyhFP0Jj84RJ6mCA=&h=2820&w=2210&sz=851&hl=de&start=13&tbnid=_vn17bzmyUJ_sM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=118&prev=/images?q=albert+einstein&imgsz=huge&gbv=2&hl=de




Contact Details

Professor Kenneth Amaeshi
Director, Sustainable Business Initiative
University of Edinburgh, UK
Email: kenneth.amaeshi@ed.ac.uk
Tel: +44 788674 2711 (WhatsApp)

Thank You!

mailto:kenneth.amaeshi@ed.ac.uk
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